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About This Game

INESCAPABLE HORROR

IMMURE is a story driven, psychological horror game. Will, the protagonist, has found himself trapped inside a foreboding
Mansion with no exit. To escape, he must travel through strange doors which lead into other dimensions, filled with tormented
souls. Will must choose to save or destroy these wraiths, in order to discover the truth behind the Mansion along with his own

fate.

GAMEPLAY

Explore haunting environments in search of clues to figure out how to escape. Use the Shining Trapezohedron (a mysterious
crystal that is bound to Will) to shed light on your surroundings and reveal hidden messages, visions of the past and other

secrets. Be careful while you explore! There will be monsters hunting you down! You must avoid being caught or face certain
death.

DEVELOPMENT

IMMURE is currently being developed as a passion project by Wither Studios, a small indie team from Pittsburgh. We will be
selling IMMURE in Parts, in order to get the game in your hands quicker. Part One offers over an hour of horrific content and

this is only the beginning.
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FEATURES

Unsettling Atmosphere

Unique Gameplay

Dynamic AI System

Multiple Solutions

Engaging Mystery

Blended Hand Drawn and 3D Art

Inventory Management

The Shining Trapezohedron
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Title: IMMURE
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Wither Studios
Publisher:
Wither Studios
Release Date: 8 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft® Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2GHz+ or Better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Pixel Shader 4.0 support

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Item selection is done using the right controller. Item previewing and manipulation is done using the left controller.
Teleportation is done by pressing the right controller's grip buttons. Pick room layout #3, teleport over to the balcony, then
select various sky boxes. That'll win you over. The graphics and lighting look fantastic. If you have a decent graphics card, you
can build yourself a pretty sweet pad. I couldn't get any of the video or music streaming to work, but it probably just requires I
give it some more investigation. Either way, I'd say it's a great start!. General Review:
I like it. It's a good all around game. I'd recommend it.
Don't get me wrong, it could use some polish, but for 3 dollards its damn good. It's definately not easy, but if you're familiar
with other shmups or you just like a challenge this should be no problem. Personally I like that all the levels and weapons are
unlocked right out of the box. This is the kind of game where you can just jump in and play to kill a few hours. The sword and
turret mechanic takes some getting used to but its interesting and adds a new dimention to the game. Also the music is killer.
There is no sound other than the music, which might seem weird to some, but I get tired of listening to repeditive firing anyway.
This is a good all around indie game. I give it a 7 out of 10. If they keep adding to it (and so far they have been) I'll probably up
that to an 8 out of 10.

Places where it could be improved:
-Cards. All of these games should have cards.
-There doesn't seem to be any score board where you can compare one run to the next. In a game like this that really needs to
happen.
-There are no rewards or unlockables. I do like that everything is unlocked and you can jump right in, but it would be nice if the
game rewarded you for beating it or something.
-The instructions are not as clear as they could be, but I have seen them change some of this up. It's better than when I bought it,
but it still needs a little work.
-The text is too small in some places. If I've got to squint to read it then it's not going to help me in the game. I tried to pause the
game to see what my score was, but you can't see any stats when you pause.
-The ultra weapon is a little weak. It destroys everything in its path, but its hard to get out (you need 100 charges) and it's hard to
aim. At least make it bigger or something.
-Ok, this last one might be me being picky, but since I'm listing stuff I'd like to see, how about the ability to change the
difficulty? Like a really hard for experts and an easy for the novice?

Stuff I really liked:
-I loved the turret and sword once I got used to it. It's kind of a mental gymnastics to move and aim with two different guns
while still using your starblade to block bullets. It's kind of awesome once you get into it.
-I thought the music was great. Took me forever to realize you could change songs in the escape menu. (there were some bugs
with the music, but I think they fixed it)
-I really like that there are so many colors and ships to choose from, even if they don't do anything different. Having that much
choice in how you look is a nice touch.
-You get to pick a primary and a secondary gun that you can switch between in a fight. And with the 9 different guns it feels
very flexable. To me they all seem pretty well balanced but I've got my favorite.
-Infinity Mode! I love it when games put a game mode that just allows you to play.
-The enemies are varied and creative. A lot of these games just put the same enemy in there over and over. In this game there
are lots of different baddies.
-The new backgrounds are interesting. When the game first came out the bgs were flat and plain. Now they have depth and they
move. Some people might complain that there are no space backgrounds, but really I like these. It's different.

*I'll finish this off with a trick I learned. If you leave the controls set to mouse and keyboard you can still move with a controller
(I'm using a plain old xbox controller) but still use the mouse for the turret and sword. Sometimes the sword feels a little clunky
on with the stick and moving with on the keyboard with wasd isn't nearly as precise. So I use the controller in one hand to move
and the mouse in the other to aim the turret\/sword.. I like it but i just dont now how to do some of the options like fold up the
wings.. Fantastic artillary game. The gameplay is pretty fast with essentially both you and your opponent taking your turns at the
same time, and there is a great variety in gameplay between the different character robots (without any of them being distinctly
more powerfull than the others).
Lack of online multiplayer is the only thing keeping this from a no-brainer buy. Regardless, worth your money if you like
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artillary games like worms.. Pretty decent experience this one. Its a rather simple "room escape" like puzzle game.

Good humor and generally fun for how easy it is.

I certainly do recommend atleast giving this one a second look. Grab it for sure if on sale!. too short4 hours for the campaign....
Ugly. Clunky. Unintuitive. Unfun. Full of bugs.

I spent the first 20 minutes doing the tutorial, being immediately attacked by people in the town I spawned in to, and then
getting stuck in a rock. I tried to restart to see if it would get me out of the rock, but then the game didn't seem to think my
character existed. I restarted again, and my character magically existed again - but now the game was in 4x3 despite specifying
1920x1080.

Which would maybe be worth it if the actual game were any fun. It's not.
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I thought this was the Locomotive. Just...don't. A fun little game,easy to play.. Fun game for the price! I had a great time playing
this, the puzzles are challenging so you don't finish too quick if you plan on getting three stars in everything! The only downer is
for me its one of those games where "once you play thats it" sort of thing. I may come back to it in a year or so for laughs but, in
all it took me about 5-6 hours to beat so its a good game to play for a rainy day!. Marrakesh, based on what I\u2019ve played so
far:

-\tMore linear structure, in the sense that there are two enclosed areas you can only access in a small number of ways. However,
upon playing the level for a while I realized these areas had more access points than I initially thought (including one I
don\u2019t think the developers planned), so this isn't as big of a problem as I thought at first.
-\tThe guards seem very responsive in this level. I started a firefight in the middle of the bazar, and guards came pouring in from
all over the level to stop it. Civilians reacted appropriately too, cowering, running away and\/or alerting the guards. In general,
there is a much better sense of being hunted and tracked whenever you\u2019re spotted. Guards don\u2019t seem to forget your
presence as quickly, and there are a lot more of them in this level, which leads me to my next point.
-\tThe difficulty level is higher in Marrakesh than in Paris and Sapienza. It\u2019s easier to get killed and harder to pull off a
clean run. I usually always \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it up at some point, provided I don\u2019t reload the game (which I
don\u2019t, because I\u2019m a true veteran).
-\tSniping is as fun as ever, and Marrakesh provides some really satisfying sniping opportunities.
-\tThere are ways to lure your targets out of their hiding spots. This makes replaying the level a lot more fun, as you can
technically complete it without entering one of the two heavily guarded areas, instead making your marks come to you (makes
you feel like a real manipulator and master strategist).
-\tA very large number of guards and NPC\u2019s see through your disguise this time. In the embassy area, almost everyone
will recognize you\u2019re not one of their own if you move too close to them. The abandoned school also has its fair share of
acute guards. Contributes to the increased difficulty level and the game is better for it, in my opinon.
-\tI\u2019ve only reached a level mastery of 10, but so far the items you\u2019re rewarded with are underwhelming. Combat
knives and unsilenced pistols? I was hoping for dual silverballers and rifle suitcases.
-\tAll in all, it seems there are less opportunities and kill options in this level, which is disappointing. I can\u2019t know for
sure, though, as I\u2019ve disabled all hints and descriptions.
-\tThe visuals, sounds and general presentation is an odd mix of really good things and really bad things. I think the level looks
good and feels alive and has really nice ambient sounds. The protesting area in particular is well realized. However, everyone
speaks English with an American accent. This was somewhat excusable in the first two levels, seeing as they at least take place
in the West, but in Morocco it\u2019s \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing jarring. Having an NPC greet me with \u201csalam
aleikum\u201d in the most American voice you can imagine is as dumb as it sounds.

All in all, I think this level is pretty good. Will update with more impressions as I go along. So far it\u2019s a thumbs up. It's not
quite as non linear and packed with options as Sapienza, but the increased difficulty and more realistic AI makes up for it.. The
music is great.

The UI, the music and the artwork combine to give the game a dark and weird atmosphere. I actually quite like the pixelly art
style too.

Having hexagons instead of the usual squares for this kind of game makes for a nice little twist.

The deal-breaker is that I completed the game in about half an hour and do not feel I have any reason to return to the game.

I think this idea could be very successfull and I urge the developer to expand the game with more content.

As it is a game this short just isn't worth my money and I can't recommend it.
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